ABSTRACT The age structure of human populations is exceptional among animal species. Unlike with most species, human juvenility is extremely extended, and death is not coincident with the end of the reproductive period. We examine the age structure of early humans with models that reveal an extraordinary balance of human fertility and mortality. We hypothesize that the age structure of early humans was maintained by mechanisms incorporating the programmed death of senescent individuals, including by means of interactions with their indigenous microorganisms. First, before and during reproductive life, there was selection for microbes that preserve host function through regulation of energy homeostasis, promotion of fecundity, and defense against competing high-grade pathogens. Second, we hypothesize that after reproductive life, there was selection for organisms that contribute to host demise. While deleterious to the individual, the presence of such interplay may be salutary for the overall host population in terms of resource utilization, resistance to periodic diminutions in the food supply, and epidemics due to high-grade pathogens. We provide deterministic mathematical models based on age-structured populations that illustrate the dynamics of such relationships and explore the relevant parameter values within which population viability is maintained. We argue that the age structure of early humans was robust in its balance of the juvenile, reproductive-age, and senescent classes. These concepts are relevant to issues in modern human longevity, including inflammation-induced neoplasia and degenerative diseases of the elderly, which are a legacy of human evolution.
(vertically transmitted) microorganisms resident in human hosts (21, 22) . In particular, we ask whether interactions of indigenous microbes in human hosts can provide regulatory mechanisms (programmed host death) for the removal of senescent humans. Although we focus on human populations because our familiarity with the parameters aids understanding, the models that we propose should be broadly applicable to other social species with indigenous microbiota. Our goal is to analyze deterministic mathematical models that describe the dynamics of age-structured populations in relation to these issues. The models consist of nonlinear partial differential equations that incorporate age dependence into fertility and mortality, and we examine their consistency with human population viability (14) . The parameterization of the models is necessarily idealized, but defensible, based on a general understanding of human biology (23) (24) (25) .
Coevolution of indigenous microorganisms and animal hosts. Metazoan hosts have been colonized by indigenous (residential or commensal) microbiota for at least 500 million years (26) . Phylogenetic studies indicate that many of these relationships have continued for Ͼ100 million years, involving millions of host generations (27, 28) . Such stability implies coevolution of microbe and host (22, 29) , with an obvious host function of providing a topographic locus and a reliable nutrient source to resident microbes. The potential symbiotic roles of the microbes are varied (30) (31) (32) , and include two general categories: metabolic (33) (34) (35) and protective (against incidental pathogenic microbes) (36, 37) .
However, carriage of residential organisms also confers a biological cost. Colonizing organisms can produce potentially lifethreatening infections when they escape their usual topologic confines; similarly, microbes and the host compete for nutrients (30, 31) . As such, indigenous organisms may have been selected when the biological benefits to the host exceeded the costs of carriage (33) (34) (35) . For microbes that have obligatory colonization of a single host species and cause disease as part of their transmission strategy, the costs of premature host mortality must be balanced against transmission efficiency (38, 39) .
Our hypothesis assumes that the indigenous microbiota serves two functions for the hosts that they colonize (Fig. 1) . First, during reproductive life, there is selection for microbes that preserve host function, through regulation of energy homeostasis, promotion of fecundity, and interference with competing high-grade pathogens. Second, we postulate selection for organisms that contribute to host demise after reproductive life. We hypothesize that, while harmful for the individual (during the postreproductive age, when there no longer are genes to pass on), such interplay may be salutary for the overall population in terms of resource utilization, resistance to periodic diminutions in the food supply, and epidemics due to high-grade pathogens. Such a hypothesis can help regulate local host population numbers to maintain equilibria under conditions of resource limitation and fluctuation. This hypothesis may be especially relevant to isolated prehistoric human communities, where the fates of the indigenous microbes and their hosts are rigidly tethered. Host community demise would lead to microbial extinctions. As such, local communities that have equilibria between colonizing microbial populations and their hosts that maximize overall host fitness have the greatest probability of long-term survival; we have previously postulated that these relationships take the form of a Nash equilibrium (22, 40, 41) .
Value of an inherent biological clock that removes only senescent individuals from a population. A corollary to this hypothesis is that indigenous microbial populations that contribute to the health not only of the individual but also of the host group will be most strongly selected. One form of such optimization is when the indigenous microbial population inhibits the virulence (and/or transmissibility) of pathogenic organisms. A second form occurs in individual hosts who survive beyond their reproductive life span and are, by definition, senescent (42, 43) . In every species, nature removes senescent individuals (either by the accumulation of accidents or as programmed [or by a combination of both]), which optimizes the health of the reproductively active population and their offspring (16, 44) . Populations in which nature removes only senescent individuals have greater viability than those in which young (reproductively active) and old (senescent) individuals are removed indiscriminately, such as by means of a high-grade pathogen sweeping through a community (45) .
If indigenous organisms contribute to programmed host death The extended senescent period of humans, hypothetically significant even in early humans, suggests a possible benefit to population survival, namely, the "grandmother effect," wherein an individual's postreproductive period contributes to the survival of later generations (46) (47) (48) (49) (50) (51) (52) (53) . For the purpose of this analysis, the grandmother effect may be expressed as a reduction of the general senescent-individual mortality burden upon juveniles that would otherwise manifest due to competition pressure between the two subpopulations for resources. Pathogens and mortality. We focus on one class of potential selecting agents: microbial pathogens that influence age structure and, particularly, senescent populations. Pathogens vary, involving different severity patterns, often with age-related effects and with agent-specific peak times. Pathogens can cause catastrophic population declines (54, 55) , but for some, indigenous (commensal) microbes can affect the outcome of the pathogen-host interaction (37, 56) . However, under some circumstances, commensals can become pathogens, a phenomenon called "amphibiosis," in which context determines whether a biological relationship between two life forms is symbiotic or pathogenic (31) . Such a flexible model is highly relevant to both indigenous and acquired microbes, which can have a wide range of biological behaviors.
The hypothesis that we examine contains three elements: (i) exposure to microbial pathogens is an important determinant of host life span, (ii), commensal microbes affect pathogen-host interactions, and, in consequence, (iii) commensals exert control over the age structure and total size of host populations. These assumptions have been previously introduced in preliminary form (22, 57) .
RESULTS
Baseline model. We examine variations in the baseline model that correspond to the significant increase in old/young (O/Y) ratios that occurred in the Upper Paleolithic (52, 53) . Sensitivity analyses of the baseline model reveal the following: (i) when the juvenilemortality component in 0 (see Methods for an explanation) is increased, the total population at equilibrium falls linearly to low levels and finally to extinction (Fig. S2) ; (ii) when the totalpopulation burden mortality component in 0 is increased, the total population at equilibrium falls sharply and then more slowly (Fig. S3) ; (iii) when the fertility rate (average number of female children born to a female who survives to the maximum reproductive age) is increased from 2 to 5, the total population at equilibrium increases (Fig. S4) , and the fraction of juveniles in the population rises significantly; and (iv) when the component in 0 that corresponds to the senescent-population mortality burden on the juvenile class is increased, the total population at equilibrium falls sharply and then more slowly (Fig. S5) .
The effects of varying these baseline parameters (Table S2) reveal an increased mortality for all ages due to the total-population burden. Increased fertility also is problematic when the fertility rate is doubled; the consequent senescent-population burden on juveniles is greatly increased from baseline, and the population exhibits extreme oscillatory behavior (Fig. 2) . Such oscillations may substantially reduce the overall group size to its nadir and yield extinction of the population, since recovery from events corresponding to harsh times would be problematic. Such extinctions, when a population becomes too small to be viable, are known as Allee (or fade-out) effects (58) . Thus, a much higher human birthrate is not indicated as a strategy for the viability of early human populations. A more feasible survival strategy is reduction of the senescent-population burden on juveniles by increased senescent-individual mortality, which requires additional agents beyond the accumulated ongoing age-based mortality of all individuals. Alternatively, a reduction of the mortality of juveniles due to the senescent-population burden may be accomplished by a grandmother effect, which mitigates this mortality (53) .
Introduction of pathogens as agents of mortality. We next examine the effects of age-structured microbial infections, 2 (a), in equation 1 for three different types of human pathogens.
where a is age, t is time (t), T is the total population, S is the senescent population, and the state variable for the model is the population density (p), which is fitted to the equation p(a,t). The first infection is a pathogen (such as Shigella, which causes diarrheal illnesses) that essentially kills only children (59) . The second is a commensal (such as Bacteroides in the colon) that may cause an acute event late in life (intestinal perforation), with essentially the same risk each year (30) . The third is a commensal microbe that in senescence confers increased risk of death in each year (such as Helicobacter pylori-induced gastric cancer) (60) (61) (62) (63) . Although all these microbes reside in the gut, microbes in any locale can affect selection. We provide simulations for several combinations of age-dependent microbial pathogens, 2 (a), affecting the population-one affecting only juveniles and the other only senescent individuals. In each simulation, the baseline parameters are assumed, except that one parameter is varied in the formula for 2 (a), corresponding to an increased effect due to one of the microbial infections. In Fig. 3 and 4, the central graph represents the total population, and the juvenile, reproductive, and senescent fractions are indicated in blue, red, and yellow, respectively. When the juvenile microbial mortality is increased and the acute mortality of the senescent population is held constant, the total population at equilibrium falls to extinction levels (Fig. 3A) . The decrease is linear as the juvenile mortality worsens, and the senescent population rises slowly as a fraction of the total. High juvenile mortality due to a pathogen with such behavior is highly deleterious to the population's survival. When the juvenile mortality due to microbes is held fixed while the acute mortality of the senescent population due to microbes increases, the total population at equilibrium rises sharply (Fig. 3B) as the juvenile population fraction increases. Senescent-population mortality due to such a pathogen is very beneficial to population survival, especially at lower total-population levels, but the effect is diminished as the senescent-population mortality increases.
Next, we repeat the simulations above but with senescentindividual infection persistent and its effects increasing with age, rather than being acute in a specific senescence age range. In humans, H. pylori-induced gastric cancer closely fits the scenario (60) . Outcomes parallel to those related to acute microbial infections during senescence also were observed for the persistent in-fections manifesting during senescence ( Fig. 4A and B) . The idea that senescent-population mortality has a salutary effect on totalpopulation levels is intuitive, given the assumption that the senescent population is a burden. However, the model simulations reveal that the effect is greater as the mortality of senescent individuals rises from a low level, which means that its evolutionary benefits to early human populations challenged by environmental fluctuations may have been crucial.
By varying the microbial mortality parameters (Table S3) , it is evident that increased mortality among senescent individuals has a significant impact on total-population size and structure at equilibrium. While juvenile infections contract the total population and shift the population structure to the senescent class, lethal infections in senescence lead to larger total populations and to a higher juvenile fraction. The effects appear more pronounced with the acute than with persistent senescent-population mortality. The models are robust and can lead to similar solutions across a broad range of parameter values, consistent with human population demographics under human hunter-gatherer living conditions (64, 65) .
DISCUSSION
Although the mathematical models proposed here are applicable to all social species, we have focused on humans because of important recent changes in human ecology and their potential impact on human society. The age structure of early human populations was intricately balanced by the fertility and mortality schedules of human existence. Modeling this balance should demonstrate that the exceptionally prolonged juvenile period of human populations, largely unchanged into modern times, was maintainable as a stable feature of early human population dynamics over evolutionary time frames. Our simulations indicate that an extended postreproductive age span was nonviable in early humans because of a resultant mortality burden on the juvenile population. Our analysis concurs with claims that the fraction of the senescent population among early humans was much smaller than in present times. Indeed, recent studies indicate that there has been a dramatic 5-fold increase in the O/Y ratio from the Middle to the Upper Paleolithic (52, 53) . Changes in host population structure are predicted to select for differing microbiome populations based on altered transmission patterns.
The intrinsic fertility capacity of human females is a defining feature of human population structure. Our simulations indicate that a greatly amplified fertility capacity in early humans was not compatible with the given age structure, since with environmental fluctuations (e.g., flood, drought, epidemics, famine [66] ), reset initial conditions would produce extreme population oscillations, with lower population levels resulting in extinction. Our model assigns specific mortality terms to age-compounded effects, totalpopulation effects, and senescent-population effects. Our simula- tions indicate that age-compounded mortality, accumulated year by year, greatly expands the senescent class to the detriment of a dependent and fragile juvenile class. Our simulations further indicate that additional mortality of the senescent population was necessary to reduce the burden of the senescent population on juveniles, although this burden can be reduced by a transgenerational grandmother effect. Our model formulation of the grandmother effect is the first to employ nonlinear population dependence and continuum age fertility and mortality dependence in an analysis of early human population dynamics (67) (68) (69) (70) . The extended longevity of modern humans is a very recent cultural artifact, although it is an inherent capacity of human evolution (71, 72) . The total human population 1.2 million years ago was remarkably small, estimated to have had an effective size of about 18,500 (73) . Since the landmass of the regions of early human residence was large, human islet communities must have been extremely small (unlike those of modern chimpanzees [21, 100] and gorillas [25, 000] , which inhabit much smaller regions) (73) . Did this very sparse human population network hang by a thread over an extended evolutionary time span? To the con- . The sensitivity parameter, c (increasing from 0.0 to 2.0), corresponds to the increasing mortality of senescent individuals due to the infection manifesting in senescence. The infection in senescent individuals is persistent, and the manifestations increase with age. The juvenile microbial mortality is held constant with respect to age. The total population at equilibrium increases superlinearly as c increases, which means that the total-population benefits even at relatively low levels of senescent-individual infection. The inset shows the fractions of the population. trary, our simulations indicate that the intrinsic age structure of the human species, with its exceptional extended juvenility and prolonged senescence, was robust. Our analysis is consistent with previous analyses of population stability based on small population size and variability of the age of reproducing individuals (74) (75) (76) .
The question examined here is the role of indigenous microbes as causes of additional age-dependent mortality in the programmed death of the senescent population (4, 5) . We seek to avoid the (pan-adaptationist) fallacy that all extant biological phenomena have been selected. Neutrally evolving features also may be beneficial. It is not the purpose of this paper to test whether senescence is selected. Rather, our analyses support the concept that indigenous microbes have been selected at least in part by their effects on senescent-population mortality, and our mathematical models demonstrate that such host-microbe interactions are consistent with human demographic age profiles. Our simulations show that the significantly higher total-population size and younger age fraction induced by microbial manifestations in senescence are reflected in the reduced burden of senescent individuals on the presenescent population. Both by curtailing lethal childhood infections by pathogens (77) (78) (79) (80) and by curtailing the senescent population, indigenous organisms (such as H. pylori) can have salutary effects on population growth and viability. Pathogens that preferentially affect the old have similar consequences. Thus, in prehistoric times, latent pathogens, such as Mycobacterium tuberculosis, expressed clinically predominantly in senescence (39) , may have helped maintain robust population structures. The parameter values characterizing the strength of the protective effects and of postreproductive pathogenicity have important bearing on the age structure of the host population. The alteration of microbial populations with aging may reflect the waning of immunity. An intriguing possibility is that the microbiome-either through alteration or not-affects host immunological function and programs its senescence or that the events are linked in a spiral of alteration, diminished immunity, more alteration, and so forth. An alternative mechanism is that chronic inflammation induced by the microbiota at particular locations (e.g., stomach, lung, colon, skin) may lead to tissue destruction (e.g., atrophic gastritis), which leads to malignancy and demise.
Population structure is a biological characteristic and is both the composite of natural selection per se and a target for selection. The hypotheses that we present provide new bases for such medical problems in humans as inflammation-induced neoplasia (60) , degenerative diseases of the elderly (81) , and resistance to epidemic infectious diseases (82) . The increasing evidence for vertical transmission of the microbiota (83-86) is consistent with their central role in human biology. The mechanisms specific to senescent-population mortality in early humans evolved because they contributed to population stability, but their legacy is now largely a burden on human longevity in the vastly changed modern world (87, 88) .
MATERIALS AND METHODS
The model. The mathematical model is based on the age distribution of the female population and is parameterized by age-dependent fertility and mortality rates. The independent variables of the model are age (a) and time (t), and the state variable for the model is the population density (p), which are fitted to the equation p(a,t) . At a given time, three age classes, juvenile [J(t)], reproductive [R(t)], and senescent [S(t)], are defined by integrating the age density [p(a,t)] in a specified age range:
where a min is 15, a max is 35, and a 1 is 80. The total population (T) at time t is calculated as follows:
The density p(a, t) satisfies the partial differential equation of equation 1 and the initial condition (14, 89) , where p(a,0) equals p 0 (a). The founding population, p(a,0) (see Fig. S1 in the supplemental material), mirrors the demographic of a very small human community living under conditions consistent with the early human status of hunters and gatherers (64, 65, 89, 90) . The ultimate stabilization of the population will be independent of the founding population, but the ways that stabilization is achieved vary greatly, depending on parameters and initial conditions. The density also satisfies the birthrate boundary condition, as follows:
Mortality characteristics of a model human population. (A) All characteristics cause age-dependent and total-population-dependent mortality, 0 (a,T), independently of the senescent-population burden on the juvenile population. (B) Juvenile-age-dependent mortality due to the senescent-population burden, 1 (a,S).
where ␤(a) is the age-dependent fertility rate of females (Fig. S1 ). An average of 6 births per female can be hypothesized for preindustrial human populations (23) (24) (25) . Definition of the mortality terms. The terms 0 , 1 , and 2 in equation 1 are three modes of mortality. First, 0 is the all-cause mortality, which includes general age-dependent mortality (66, 73) but excludes two specific age-dependent mortalities: those due to particular microbes and those due to the burden that the senescent population places on the presenescent population. Figure 5A gives an example, with parameters consistent with the hypothetical demographics in a small hunter-gatherer community (23) (24) (25) . Second, 1 depends on the age of individuals in the juvenile class and the size of the senescent population. Figure 5B gives an example in which 1 increases and disproportionately affects young children as the senescent population grows. The grandmother effect is incorporated into the model as a reduction of this mortality from a level that would otherwise be higher. Third, 2 is the age-dependent mortality in the host population that is regulated by a particular class of microbes affecting age structure, particularly the juvenile and senescent populations. This class is defined in specific ways for different types of microbes. The baseline model has the mortality, 2 , set to 0 (see Table S1 in the supplemental material and Fig. 6A and B) , where J(t), R(t), and S(t) reach equilibrium at approximately 200 years, the total population is~6,000, and the mean age is 18.2 years. The age fractions in the baseline model correspond to the O/Y ratios of early humans in the Middle/Upper Paleolithic transition (52, 53) .
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